Extended abstract submitted to the 5th AIAA/NASA/USAF/ISSMO Symposium on Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Abstract Flutter analysis of a wing is performed in compressible flow using state-space repre-
where AR is the aspect ratio and A is the sweep angle. FAST then computesthe aerodynamic forcesfrom the subsonickernel matrices. The flutter speedof the wing is obtained using a V-g type of solution. Sensitivity calculations are performed on the flutter speedof the wing with respect to the shape parameters. Studies on flutter and sensitivity calculations on the HSCT wing are performed using these methods.
Concluding Remarks
The compressible unsteady aerodynamic theory using indicial responsefunctions is used to represent the aerodynamic forces and moments on a finite span wing. Three different expressionsare used in this study to incorporate the finite-span corrections in estimating the lift-curve slope of the wing. Using this aerodynamic state-spacemodel and the structural formulation basedon Ritz technique,aeroelasticanalysis of wings were carried out. It is found that incorporating the finite-span corrections, giveshigher flutter speedsfor the wing, as compared to using the 2D lift-curve slope. 
